
- Criminal Interdiction - Patrol, City, Highway
- Target Selection & Criminal Indicators

- Technology Geared Towards Interdiction
- Traffic Stop Encounters
- Interview Breakdowns

- Deceptive Body Language Detection
- Pertinent Case Law

- Vehicle Search StratEgies
- Hidden Compartments 

-  Cars, SUV, Semi Trucks, Buses etc.

www.DynamicPoliceTraining.com
$285 Per Student 
Credit Card, Check & PO Accepted

www.DynamicPoliceTraining.com NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED

5-STAR TRAINING

REGISTER NOW

Nationally Recognized
Instructor - Jeramy Ellison 

CLASS INFO

DATE & TIME

LOCATION 

REGISTRATION & PAYMENT

September 9th & 10th, 2024 
8am-4pm

"Nationally recognized as

one of the best Criminal

Interdiction & Hidden

Compartment trainings in

the country."

INDIANAPOLIS AREA

Brownsburg Police Training Facility 
75 Whittington Drive 
Brownsburg, In 46112

DYNAMIC
Police Training



5-STAR TRAINING 5-STAR TRAINING 

SCAN QR CODE FOR
MORE INFORMATION 
SCAN QR CODE FOR
MORE INFORMATION 

Experience the most advanced training in criminal interdiction & hidden compartment detection
with Dynamic Police Training. Our TrapMate* class is designed to provide you with the most up-to-
date information, materials, and techniques for conducting proper traffic stops and implementing
effective search techniques. 

The TrapMate* class will break down every aspect of a roadside encounter to include: pre-stop
indicators, vehicle registration, sequencing identification, staged and cloned vehicle identification,
case law, PC and consensual encounters, roadside interview techniques, proper searching
techniques & identification of hidden compartments. Additionally, you will learn about post-seizure
reporting and proper report writing to ensure a complete understanding of the process. 

The class features live videos, pictures, in-car recordings, and other materials demonstrating the
process for proactive criminal Interdiction from start to finish. This course provides top-tier education
that benefits students, their agencies, and the communities they serve. The dynamics of law
enforcement and patterns of criminal activity are ever-changing which is why it is important to have
the knowledge necessary to be successful, adaptable, and confident in the work you do. 

After successfully completing the TrapMate* class, students will acquire a comprehensive
understanding of how to identify motor vehicles involved in criminal activity, unique interview
techniques for eliciting important information, and advanced search techniques to effectively
uncover hidden compartments. Additionally, students will have a thorough understanding of how to
conduct these investigations legally and ethically to succeed in court.  Equipped with this vital
knowledge, students can make a meaningful impact as they actively patrol and protect their local
communities, roadways, and highways.

ABOUT THE CLASS

www.DynamicPoliceTraining.com



Jeramy Ellison, also known as "Trap Master J," is the Owner and Founder of Dynamic
Police Training & VOCC, LLC. With over 13 years of experience in Texas and Illinois,
Jeramy has seized millions of dollars in U.S. currency, over a ton of narcotics, and a
staggering number of hidden compartments in passenger motor vehicles, commercial
trucks, and buses. In 2014, Jeramy's bust was aired live on Fox News, where he seized 111
pounds of methamphetamine from a compartment built inside a gas tank of a motor
vehicle.

Jeramy prides himself on making self-initiated "cold" traffic stops and works all his
cases from start to finish, giving him a wealth of knowledge in search warrants, felony
arrest warrants, civil asset forfeitures, case law, and other valuable aspects of criminal
investigations. Jeramy has been nationally recognized and is deemed an expert witness
in courtroom testimony related to Criminal Interdiction and Hidden Compartments.
Jeramy currently holds an instructor license through the Texas Commission on Law
Enforcement Standards and Education (TCOLE).

As drug cartels and other criminal organizations constantly change their tactics for
smuggling contraband in and out of the United States, Jeramy is passionate about
passing on his knowledge to the Law Enforcement community. With Jeramy's expertise
and passion, Dynamic Police Training is the premier training platform for law
enforcement officers looking to stay ahead of the curve in the ever-changing dynamics
of the drug world.

Jeramy's training is geared for beginner street-level officers to highway patrol, narcotic
investigators, and federal agents.  "The day you stop learning is the day to hang up the
badge" J. Ellison

5-STAR TRAINING

Dynamic Police Training is committed to delivering the most comprehensive and
advanced law enforcement training available to date. Our team of instructors are highly

skilled, providing exceptional training in a variety of specialties, including Criminal
Interdiction, K-9 Training, Narcotics Investigations, Cartels Ops and more. We are

passionate about preparing law enforcement officers to confront the challenges of their
profession with cutting-edge and proven training techniques that work.   

Having trained thousands of law enforcement officers around the United States and
Canada, we take pride in our commitment to adhering to legal, ethical, and proper

training standards worldwide, with a proven track record.                

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED

INSTRUCTOR

REGISTERNOW
www.DynamicPoliceTraining.com

OUR MISSION


